
STREET SCENE EQUIPMENT,INC. 950-73625
365 McCormick Avenue 2010
Costa Mesa, Ca. 92626 FORD MUSTANG GT

    Phone (714) 426-0590   Fax (714) 426-0591 PLASTIC GRILLE SHELL
CENTER MOUNT STYLE

     INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS
NOTE: Fit all parts before painting ( See Special Instructions For Paint Prep. ) Parts that have been 

installed, preped, or painted are not returnable.

NOTE:
Check fit all body parts PRIOR to paint. Follow urethane prep instructions before painting. Take

your time and pre-fit all pieces so that they will have a tight fit to the body.
VERY IMPORTANT !  Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation. 

PARTS LIST
1         Grille Shell 1     Instruction Sheet 1               Wire Extension

TOOL LIST
Flat Blade Screwdriver, 8MM Socket, 7MM Socket

1.   Open hood.

2.   Remove the 8 push in fasteners to the top air shroud and remove.

3.   Release the tabs on the inside of grille shell. There are 6 across the bottom and two on each side. Also 
      remove the two 8 MM bolts at each end of shell. Use a flat blade screwdriver to help to release the tabs.
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4.   Gently pull the factory grille shell away from vehicle and remove the wires to the lights.

5.   Next remove the lights from the stock shell and re-install them on your new street scene grille shell.

6.   Now re-install your new grille shell and install the wires back on the lights. You will need one extension for 
      for the passenger side to reach the plug end. Gently push back into place.
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7.   Replace the two bolts at each end of shell.

8.   Replace the air shroud.You will need to slide it under the grille shell then put all of the push in 
      fasteners back into place.

CONGRATULATIONS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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